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In this paper perfect graphs and the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture 
are investigated. The Strong Berge Conjecture [ 1 ] says: a graph is perfect 
if and only if neither it nor its complement contains an odd hole. Earlier, 
Markosian [2] suggested an approach based on the concepts of critical 
edges and critical components of a graph. Summarizing some results, 
obtaining in this direction [3,6-81, the authors proved a theorem, presented 
in this paper, which characterizes an odd hole and its complement in terms 
of critical imperfect graphs and critical components. From this theorem, it 
follows that each of the three conjectures, stated below, is equivalent to the 
Strong Berge Conjecture. 
Let us be given a graph G = (V, E). The stability number, clique number, 
chromatic number, and clique cover number of G are denoted by a(G), 
W), x(G), and p(G), respectively. A graph G is called perfect if 
cu(G’) = x(G’) for any induced subgraph G’ of G. From the Perfect Graph 
Theorem proved by Lovasz [4] it follows that G is perfect iff a(G’) = p(G’) 
for any induced subgraph G’ of G. A graph G is said to be a P-graph if it 
is critical imperfect; i.e., G is imperfect but any induced proper subgraph is 
perfect. An odd hole is a simple cycle of odd length no less than 5 without 
diagonals. An edge u E E is called critical if a( G\u) > a(G), where G\u is 
the graph obtained from G by deleting edge u. A path P = (vi, u2, . . . . v~), 
where ViE V, i= 1, . . . . k, is called critical (u,, u,)-path if (Vi, Vi+ i) is a 
critical edge for any i = 1, . . . . k - 1. 
Let E’s E be the set of all critical edges of G, and let 
G; = (VI, E;), . . . . G:, = ( Vm, EL) be the connected components of graph 
G’ = ( V, E’). The induced subgraphs G, = ( Vi, El )? . . . . G, = ( Vm, E,) of 
graph G are called the critical components of G. It is obvious that for any 
21, UE pi, i= 1, . . . . m, there exists a critical (u, u)-path. Denote by k(G) the 
number of critical components of G. 
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Now we can state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. If a P-graph G and its complement contain incomplete 
critical components, then G is either an odd hole or its complement. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 we have that each of following three 
conjectures is equivalent to the Strong Berge Conjecture. 
(Cl) A graph is perfect iff the critical components of any induced 
subgraph are complete. 
(C2) A graph is perfect iff, for any induced subgraph G’, 
k( G’) 2 a( G’). 
(C3) A graph is perfect iff, for any induced subgraph G’, 
k( G’) > p( G’). 
Before proving Theorem 1, in Section 1 we give some results concerning 
P-graphs containing an incomplete component which were obtained in 
[3, 5,6,9, 10). Then in Sections 2 and 3 Theorem 1 and its consequences 
are proved. 
1. P-GRAPHS CONTAINING AN INCOMPLETE CRITICAL COMPONENT 
First, we list well-known properties of a P-graph, which will be used 
later. Let G = (V, E) be a P-graph. 
(Pl ) The number of vertices of G is equal to a(G) u(G) + 1 [S]. 
(P2) G contains exactly a(G) m(G) + 1 cliques of size w(G) (o-cliques) 
and a(G) o(G) + 1 stable sets of size a(G) (a-stable sets) [lo]. 
(P3) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between c+cliques 
Q 1, . . . . Qn (n = a(G) o(G) + 1) and a-stable sets Si , . . . . S, such that 
Sin Qi = 0 for i = 1, . . . . n and SinQj#@ for i# j [lo]. 
Below, S( Qj) means Si and Q(Si) means Qi, i = 1, . . . . n. 
(P4) Any vertex of G is in precisely U(G) o-cliques and in precisely 
a(G) a-stable sets [lo]. 
(P5) If QjnQj#Qr and i#j then SinSi=@ [lo]. 
(P6) For any vertex u E V, a graph G\o is uniquely partitioned into 
a(G) o-cliques and uniquely partitioned into w(G) a-stable sets [lo]. 
(P7) There is no set of vertices in G of size a(G) + w(G) - 1 
intersecting every m-clique and every a-stable set [9]. 
Now we state two easy claims obtained in [3]. 
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Claim 1. The critical components of a perfect graph are complete. 
Claim 2. The vertices of a critical component of a perfect graph are 
covered by the same cliques in any minimal clique cover of a graph. 
From properties (Pl )-( P7) and Claims 1 and 2 the following properties 
of a P-graph G can be deduced. 
(P8) If (u, U) is a critical edge of G then there are exactly U(G) - 1 
w-cliques containing both v and u [6]. 
(P9) If  (b v2, *-*, u,) is a critical path in G and k < m(G) then the 
subgraph of G induced by vertices (ol, . . . . vk} is complete [3]. 
Let us be given a P-graph G = (V, E) containing an incomplete critical 
component. As follows from (P9), in G there exists a critical path 
p= h, ‘.‘, Uw+l ) of length cu = m(G) all the vertices of which are adjacent 
except ui and v, + 1. Since (t)i, ZJ,, 1) (1 6 i 6 o) is a critical edge and taking 
into account (P3) and (P8), we have that there is a unique stable set of size 
a(G)-1; denote it by Si,i+l, such that the sets Si,i+l u {vi> and 
si,i+ 1 u (Ui+r> are stable. Let V’=(uy=i Si,i+l)u {ul, . . . . ~,+i). It is 
clear that the subgraph G’ of G induced by v’ contains an incomplete criti- 
cal component; hence, from Claim 1 and the critical imperfectness of G it 
follows that G = G’ and V= V’. Therefore, having (Pl ) we conclude that 
si,i+l nsj,j+l = @ if i # j. A P-graph containing an incomplete critical 
component is pictured in Fig. 1. 
Consider graph G\v, where u is any vertex of Si,i+ r. Since (v, , . . . . vi) 
(t”i+ 19 ***9 u~+ 1)) is a critical path in the perfect graph G\u, then from 
Claim 2 and (P6) we have that (v,, . . . . Vi} ((Vi+13 . . . . v,, ,}) is covered 
by the co-clique Q’ (Q”) in the partition of G\u. Due to (P6) and (P3) 
it is easy to see that Q’ n Q” = 0, Q’ = Q(si,i+ 1 u (Ui+ ,)>p 
and Q” = Q(S,i+i u (vi}). Hence, by (P3), Q’ n Sj,j+l = @ and Q” n 
Sj,j+l#@ for j=l,...,i-1; Q’nSj,j+,#O and Q”nSj,j+I=O for 
j= i-l 1, . . . . ~1) + 1. Moreover, from properties (P8) and (P4) it follows that 
Q’ is the unique co-clique containing Vi but not containing pi+ 1 and Q” is 
the unique m-clique containing Ui+ 1 but not containing Ui. 
Vertex ZJ is said to be of type (i, i+ 1) if UESi,i+ru (vi, vi+i>. 
LEMMA 1. Any w-clique of G contains a vertex of each type. 
ProoJ: Let Q be an w-clique. If Q n { u1 , . . . . u, + I } = 0 then 
Q n Si i+ 1 # 0 for any i = 1, . . . . w  and the lemma is true. If 
Qn (k, . . . . %+Jf0 th en f rom the arguments presented above it follows 
that Q = Q(s,i+ I u {vi>> or Q=Q(s,i+l U (Vi+l>) for some i (1 <i<w). 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let G be a P-graph and let G and G each contain an incomplete critical 
component. 
Denote by cc and CO the numbers a(G) and CO(G), respectively. If o = 2 or 
a = 2 then G is an odd hole or its complement and the theorem is true. So 
we can assume that CO > 2 and a > 2. Below we shall show that in this case 
G contains a set of vertices A having size CO + a - 1 and intersecting every 
m-clique and every a-stable set of G. But it contradicts (P7). Hence, we 
shall conclude that either o = 2 or a = 2 and that Theorem 1 is proved. 
Since both G and G have an incomplete critical component, from 
property (P9) it follows that G contains a critical path (ZQ , . . . . u, + 1) of 
length o and G contains a critical path (u,, . . . . u,, i) of length Q. In 
Section 1 we showed that G has the structure pictured in Fig. 1. G has a 
similar structure: therefore, G can equally well be pictured as in Fig. 3, 
where Qk,k + l (1 <k < a) forms in G a stable set of size CO - 1 and 
corresponds to the critical edge (uk, uk + i) of G. Thus & + 1 u (&} 
and Qk.k++‘bk+d are o-cliques of G and since { u1 , . . . . U, } and 
{ u2, **-9 u, + 1 } are a-stable sets then (u,, u,, 1) is a critical edge in G. 
FIGURE 3 
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Let us denote Qk,k + I u (uk, u/c+1 > and Si,i+ 1 u (vi, pi+ 1) by Qk*,k+ I and 
sFi+1, respectively. 
Now we discuss how the vertices ul, . . . . u,, 1 can be inscribed into the 
structure of Fig. 2. 
LEMMA 2. If Vi E Qk,k+ 1, 1 <k<a and 1 <i<m (or 2<i<cu+ 1) then 
vi+1 (~i-l)~Qk*,k+l* 
ProoJ We prove the lemma for 1~ i < cu, and the case 2 < i < cr) + 1 is 
proved similarly. 
Suppose that ViE Qk,k+ 1 but ui+ i $ Q&+ i. Then the m-cliques 
Q k,k+ 1 u bd and Qk,k+ 1 u (uk + 1 > Contain vertex Ui but do not contain 
vi+ 1. It is comparable to (PS) because (Ui, vi+ 1) is a critical edge. Hence 
we conclude that oi+ 1 E Qz,k + i , and Lemma 2 is proved. 
LEMMA 3. If v1 = uk, where 1 <k<a+ 1, then either c,+l=uk+l and 
-3) 2, “‘9 V,) = t&k+ 1 or v,, 1 = uk- 1 and (u,, . . . . u,> = Qk,k- 1. 
Proof From Lemma 2 we have either v2 E Qz,,, 1 or u2 E Qz- l,k. Sup- 
pose that v2 E Q;,k+ 1. Since u1 =uk, (Ui, UZ)EE, and (uk, Uk+l)$E then 
u2 E Qk,k + 1. We can obtain for the same reason that Vi E Qk,k + 1, i = 2, . . . . cc), 
i.e., (u,, . . . . &)=Qk,k+l, and uw+l=uk+l. If We SUppOSe that V,EQ;,k-l 
then similarly we obtain U, + 1 = uk _ 1 and (u,, . . . . U, > = Qk,k _ 1. 
It is obvious that Lemma 3 will be true if vertices u1 and u,, 1 switch 
roles. 
The following lemma is proved similarly and is true up to the inverse 
numeration of vertices ul, . . . . U, + 1. 
LEMMA 4. If vi = uk, where2di<Cr,and2<k<a, then (v~pss.,vi-l)G 
Qk,k- 1 and (Vi+ 1, -**T VW+ I} C Qk,k+ 1. 
LEMMA 5. If vi=ul, where 2 < i< co, then either vi+ 1 or vi_ 1 equals 
UCt+l* 
Proof Indeed, there exists a vertex ~j (j # i) such that ui 4 Q1,2 and 
Ii-j1 is minimal. We have (Vi, Us) E E and (Ui, vi) is not critical if 
j # i + 1, i - 1, and taking into account Lemma 2 we conclude that 
u~=u,+~ and j=i+l or j=i-1. 
Now we are almost ready to describe all possible ways (u,, . . . . u, + i) 
can be inscribed in the structure of G pictured in Fig. 3. But one more 
observation is needed. Suppose that critical path (ul, . . . . u, + 1) contains the 
critical edge ( ul, u, + 1), say vi = ul, Vi + 1 = u, + 1. Then by Lemma 2, 
Iv 19 *a*, u~-~}EQ~,~ if it2, and (Ui+2,..., Uw+i}ZQk,k+l if i<w. This 
implies that the critical path (ul, . . . . uk+ i) in G does not contain (ul, v,+ i), 
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which is also critical in G. Hence, without loss of generality we can assume 
that the critical path (v,, . . . . v,+~) does not contain (ur, u,+~). 
Thus, taking into account Lemmas 2-5 and the fact that G, as well as G, 
is critical imperfect, we can claim that up to inverse numeration of 
211, *mm, 0, + 1 and ul, . . . . u, + 1 only the two following cases are possible. 
Case 1 (Fig. 3). Let us recall that we want to find a set of vertices A 
the size of a + cu - 1 intersecting every a-clique and every a-stable set. 
Because Lemma 2 is true for both G and G, without loss of generality we 
can assume that {VI ,..., ~iY1}EQk-r,k, {Vi+l,..., V,+l}s&k+l and 
Iu l~...r~k-l}~Si,i+l, {Uk+l,...,Uo!+l)CSi-l,i. 
Let A~(~i}uQk-l,k\(~~~~~~~~~-l1)~Qk,k+l\(~~+l~~~~~t)w+l}~~~,~+l\ 
b 2,...,Uk-1}uSi-l,i\{uk+1,..., u,+l}* 
Since (Ui} U Si,i+ 1 and {Vi} U Si- 1,i are a-stable SetS and (vi> u &k+ 1 
and (Vi> U Q/c- 1,/c are W-CliqUeS then Si- l,i, Si,i+ 1, Qk- l,k, and Qk,k+ 1 are 
pairwise disjoint. Therefore IA 1 = a + cu - 1. 
Let S be an a-stable set. 
If S=S(Qk-l,kU (vi)> Or S=S(Qk,k+lU IDi>> then S=Si,i+lU (Vi+l> 
or S= Si_ 1,i u (vi_ 1 }, respectively, and S n A # 0. 
Suppose Sn@k--l&U {Ui})#O, Sn<Qk,k+lu {Vi))#O, and SnA 
= 0. This means that S n { u2, . . . . vi_ 1 } # 0 and S n (Vi+ 1, . . . . U, + 1 > # 0. 
This contradicts our assumption. 
Thus we have seen that A intersects any a-stable set. 
Since Case 1 is symmetric for G and G we can show similarly that A 
intersects any a-clique. 
This completes Case 1. 
Case 2. This case subdivides into two subcases: 
2.1. V1=Uk,vw+1=Uk+1,2~k~a-2. 
2.2. Vl’Ul, VW+1 =u2. 
Case 2.1. In this case ul, . . . . uk- 1 are vertices of type (1,2) and 
uk+l, -**~ %+l are Vertices of type (a, 0 + 1). Let S1 = S( Qk + l,k + 2 U 
(uk+2}). Then it is easy to see that S,nQj,i+ 1 # 0 forj=k+2,...,a. Denoting 
S1 n Qj,j+l by Xj, j=k+2, . . . . a, we obtain S= (~1, . . . . uk+l, xk+2, . . . . x,}. 
Because uj, j= 1, . . . . k - 1, are not vertices of type (o - 1, o), then by 
Lemma 1 each Qj,j+ 1, j = 1, . . . . k - 1, contains a vertex of such a type; 
denote it by yj+ 1. For the same reason there exists a vertex u of type 
(0, ta - 1) in Q/c+ l,k+z- 
582b/56/1-8 
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Let A = { y2, . . . . yk} u {u> u (x~+~, ... . x,} u {u,, . . . . u,-~, u,+~} u (h} 
(Fig. 4). 
It is obvious that IAl = a + cr) - 1. Now we show that A intersects any 
a-clique and any a-stable set. 
Let S be an a-stable set. 
By Lemma 1, Sn Q &+ 1 # 0. Suppose S n A = 0. Then either Z.J~ E S or 
v,ES. USES implies S=S,,,u (u,} since u,+~#S and (ul,v,+i) is a 
critical edge in G. But this is impossible because u1 E S1,2. If ZJ, E S then 
S= S,- l,w u {u,>. Indeed, the a-clique Q’ = Q(S,- l,w u (Us}) consists of 
vertices { tll, . . . . 21,- 1 } and one of the vertices of S,,,+ r. We know that 
s w,w+1= LY2, . . .T Y/c9 u/c+29 ‘e-7 Ua+l 9 > hence Q contains one of the vertices 
Y2 , .“9 yk, say yi. By (P8) there is only one a-stable set containing tl, but 
not containing yj. Since we have supposed that S n A = @ and yj E A, 
it follows that S = S,- I,w u {u,}. But this, too, is impossible, since 
UGO-1,“. 
Thus we obtain S n A # 0. 
Let Q be an o-clique. 
Suppose that A n Q = 0. Then Q # Qk+ l,k + 2 u (2~~ + 2} since 
u E A n Qk+r,k+2. This means that Q n S1 # 0. Moreover, since 
Si = (ui, . . . . uk + i, xk + 2, . . . . x,} and xl E A, 1= k + 2, . . . . a, we conclude that 
FIGURE 4 
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Q n {uz, ---, uk+ 1 } # 0. By Lemma 1, Q contains a vertex of type 
(0, o + 1). The set of vertices of type (a, o + 1) in V\A is 
1 uk+2, ***T h+ 1, u,}. From the fact that { u2, . . . . u, + i > is stable, we see that 
Q contains u,. On the other hand we know that any clique passing V, also 
contains u,- I or U, + I or both. 
Therefore Q n A # 0, a contradiction. Thus A is a set of size a + u - 1 
intersecting any w-clique and any a-stable set. 
Case2.2. Let (u,, . . . . v~+~, u} =Q(s,,,u {u2)), i.e., UES~,~. It is 
obvious that u # uk for any k. 
22.1. 2,’ fG Qk,k + 1, %&a (Fig.5). Let &=s(Qk,k++ I#,+,>}, 
and x~=S~~Q~,~+~, j=k+ l,..., a, z=Q~,~~S,,,. 
Let US IlOW Set A = (U,, U3, . . . . Uw, U3, . . . . uk, U, 2, xk+ 1, . . . . X,} with Size 
a+w-1. 
Suppose there exists an a-stable set S which is disjoint from A. 
Considering the o-clique (u,, . . . . u,), we see that either S= SW,,+ I u 
tu w+l} Or s=s2,3 u (u2} (it follows from (P8) and the fact that (u2, U) is 
a critical edge in c). But this is impossible because u3 E S,,, + 1 and z E S2,3 
and hence S n A # 0, a contradiction. 
FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 
Suppose there exists an o-clique Q which is disjoint to A. Q # Qk,k + 1 u 
{u~+~} since UEQ~,~+~. Hence u,+~EQ because S1=S(Qk,k+lu {z++~} 
and A\S= {v,+~ ). On the other hand (v,+ i, v,) is critical and z belongs 
to Q" = Qw u (u,, I }, the only clique having u,, 1 E Q” and U, $ Q”. 
Thus we have shown that A intersects any a-clique and any a-stable set. 
2.2.2. u E Q2, 3 (Fig. 6). Let z E Qa,a+ 1 be a vertex of type (2, 3) 
(such a vertex exists because uk is not of type (2, 3)). 
Now taking A = (ul, u3, . . . . uw, u3, . . . . u,, u, z) we can show, as has been 
done above, that A has size a + cu - 1 and intersects any m-clique and any 
a-stable set. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is finished. 
3. CONSEQUENCES 
It is obvious that Theorem 1 is a generalization of Chvatal’s theorem 
PI- 
THEOREM 2. The Strong Berge Conjecture and (Cl) are equiualent. 
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Theorem 2 follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Claim 1. 
THEOREM 3. The Strong Berge Conjecture and (C2) are equivalent. 
Proof: Suppose that the Strong Berge Conjecture is true. If a graph 
G = (V, E) is perfect then, by Claim 1, all critical components of G are 
complete. Hence, since 1 VI 2 acu, k(G) 2 a(G). If G is imperfect then G 
contains a subgraph G’ which is an odd hole or its complement. This 
implies k(G’) = 1 < a(G’). 
On the contrary. 
Let (C2) be true. Then if G is a P-graph then k(G) < a(G) and 
k(G) < a(G). This implies that both G and G contain an incomplete critical 
component and by Theorem 1; G is an odd hole or its complement. 
The following theorem is proved similarly. 
THEOREM 4. The Strong Berge Conjecture and (C3) are equivalent. 
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